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The debut release by Nashville based
singer/songwriter Brent Ronen takes the
listener on a personalized trip through his
sometimes quirky, and sometimes serious
world of songwriting.

For over two and a half years, Brent labored in his home studio,
playing, mixing, and mastering his CD. He even designed the
artwork and packaging. “It was important to me to be an artist first,
and take the time to do it the way I wanted. I really like being
involved in every part of the process. ” says Ronen.
After receiving attention from MCA Records & Sony Records,
he realized his dream was to release his own music on his own
The cover of the cd features a photo of his
label, on his own terms. “I wanted to be able to work on it till I was
grandparents at the Grand Canyon in 1951
satisfied. Not give in to pressure to release it before it was ready. I
think Harvey & Luella was worth the wait.”
Harvey & Luella track list
1. People Like Me Around Here
He came from a small town in 2. Sure Is A Small Town
the middle of Kansas, and learned 3. Love To Burn
to sing by spending hours in the 4. Good Company
cab of a tractor singing along with 5. I Promised Her The Moon
the radio. He performed for years 6. Harvey & Luella
with his band - Brent Ronen & The 7. Grandpa’s Old Victrola
Always Near Band.
8. Them Ol’ Boots There In The Corner
Now he records and produces in 9. Sodbuster Intro
his home studio north of Nashville. 10. Sodbuster
In this day and age, Brent believes 11. Grandpa Fell In The Arborvitae
it is possible for anyone to break
12. Katie’s Interlude
through, even without a major
13. Sweet Katie
label. Talent is still a prerequisite,
14. We Got Nothin’
and if you find your audience,
(All Songs Written By Brent Ronen)
anything is possible.
Facebook.com/BrentRonenMusic
Email: brentronenmusic@gmail.com

https://soundcloud.com/brent-ronen

www.BrentRonen.com

